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WHERE IT BEGAN
The Battle of Vimy Ridge, April 9th - 12th, 1917
Vimy’s Symbolism Past and Present 
Centenary of the Great War and Vimy Ridge
Project objective
Create a visual overview of Canadian infantry 
movement during the Battle of Vimy Ridge
● Use primary documents (maps & battalion war diaries)
● Include links to original data sources in final map
● Fill a historical/GIS gap in our understanding of Vimy
FROM WAR DIARY TO GEOSPATIAL DATASET 
Primary Source Documents
War Diaries’ Obstacles and Solutions 
Primary Map Sources
First World War 1:10,000 trench maps 
from the Canadian War Museum
● Vimy 36cSW3 ed. 8A 
● Roclincourt 51bNW1 ed. 6A 
Where we were at, January 2017 Final map, May 2017
Process: Filling in gaps in documentation
19th Canadian Infantry Battalion war diary
Process: Filling in gaps in documentation
Process: USE A GIANT SPREADSHEET
Process: KEEP TRACK OF THINGS FOR YOUR SANITY
CREATING THE ONLINE MAP

Process for generating intermediate front lines
1. Shapefile of digitized objective lines with unique codes
2. For each objective with a known battalion at a known 
time, assign integer time code
a. 0 = 5:30AM, 9 April 1917 (Zero Hour)
b. 1 = 5:45AM (in reality: 5:38AM - 5:52AM)
c. 2 = 6:00AM (in reality: 5:53AM - 6:07AM); etc.
3. Generate points along each line at 10m intervals
4. Interpolate (Natural Neighbour)
a. Creating surface that corresponds to time, not elevation
5. Create contours at intervals of 1
6. Merge interpolated contours with original shapefile of 
objective lines
7. Clean it up manually
a. Precedence given to known locations
Choosing a digital mapping platform
●
Choosing a digital mapping platform
https://bartlettr.github.io/VimyRidge/# 
D3.js & Leaflet: Successes & Challenges
Successes
D3 designed for data visualization and 
Leaflet for online maps, so ideal for this 
visualization.
Interactive elements are customizable 
and versatile.
Can make it do just about anything you 
want to - if you know what you’re doing.
Challenges
Need to know JavaScript (or 
know/employ someone who does).
Difficult to build from scratch and make 
plugins and code libraries work together.
Customizing can be complicated and 
guidance not always available.
Can be difficult to find plugins that do 
everything you require.
Next Steps
● Complete 4th Canadian Infantry Division movement
○ This is the real challenge for this project
● Refine map
○ Add legend
○ Add “about” page
○ Add areas of responsibility for each battalion
○ Make it more evident which lines have been clicked after they’re clicked
○ Obtain permission to display Canadian War Museum trench map
● Future battles? 
Thank you!
Questions?
Presentation: https://goo.gl/32xe1j 
Map: https://bartlettr.github.io/VimyRidge/# 
